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WHAT IS
A BRAND
MESSAGING
PLATFORM?

This is bedrock—
the infrastructure of
your brand. It is a living
document, which will
change and grow with
the organization.
www.bestppt.com
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A Brand Messaging Platform
(BMP) is a document that reﬂects
and translates a brand into
actionable messages.
It is the proverbial one-sheet of music from
which everyone sings. This BMP is a simple,
powerful realization of the vision for both what
the Donovin Darius Foundation is today and
how it will evolve in the future.
The guidelines and messages included here
should ring true internally and externally,
informing and inspiring everyone who interacts
with the Donovin Darius Foundation brand.
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FOUNDATION
Benefiting the entire Jacksonville area, but with
an emphasis on our at-risk youth and
underserved communities, Donovin Darius Life
Skills Workshops and Family Celebration Expos

A personiﬁcation of their formerNFL namesake, his organizations
fulﬁll this mission through the
facilitation of football clinics, life
skills camps, family ﬁtness expos,
team building workshops, and
motivational speaking
engagements.

participate in their own long-term success.

TRAINING
At Donovin Darius Training clinics for youth
and coaches, football is both a focal point and
a vehicle to emphasize a more significant,
overarching dedication to a mind-body-spirit
philosophy.

MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKING
Comprehension and skill certainly make any
professional athlete an expert in their field.
What sets Donovin Darius apart however, is
the combination of his abilities to both
translate complex concepts and to truly
connect with an audience, regardless of who is
in it. Likewise, team-building workshops apply
football fundamentals as a means of guiding
businesses and organizations to collaborate
better, and succeed together.
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F u n d a m e n t a l s

Donovin Darius Enterprises and
The Donovin Darius Foundation
are passionate about helping each
and every one of the individuals
and groups they touch to realize
their full potential.

excellence, honor family and actively

B r a n d

BRAND
OVERVIEW

empower attendees to pursue individual

BRAND PROMISE

“

We are deeply committed to improving lives
on the First Coast by providing those we serve
with the tools, support and conﬁdence to
recognize and pursue the best version of
themselves. Football is the starting point,
but our higher ambition is to help people lead
a vibrant, fulﬁlling and healthy life.
The Donovin Darius brand promise is the overarching, inherent value of, collectively, the Donovin Darius
organizations. In contrast to a slogan or tagline, the brand promise itself is the fixed definition of the identity,
whereas the execution of the promise (such as in campaigns or promotions) has the flexibility to evolve within
the framework of the brand as a whole.
B r a n d

F u n d a m e n t a l s

Depending upon
private foundation
classification,
explore appropriate
avenues and
strategies for
securing the means
for sunset or
perpetuity funds.

Assemble an
executive team to
serve on a Foundation
Board of Directors,
tasked with advisory,
oversight and
financial governance.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Bridge/connect
individuals, families
and organizations to
others in their
community who can
contribute to their
growth and
wellbeing.

LIQUIDITY

PROMOTION &
ADVOCACY

2019

2021

BRAND
SOLIDIFICATION

STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

Further develop and
streamline the
personal, enterprise
and Foundation
brands.

Establish and grow
partnerships mutually
beneficial to the
enterprise and
Foundation brands,
with individuals and
organizations within key
athletic, educational,
faith-based and online
networks.

BOOKINGS &
PROGRAMS
Increase bookings of
paid speaking
engagements and
team-building
workshops; Expand the
scope and reach of life
camps and mentoring
programs.

SHORT & LONG
TERM GOALS
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Demographic

Psychographic & Behavioral

TIER 1 Male/Female, ages 10-65;
Families, Youth Group Advisors, School
Guidance Counselors and Coaches,
Churches

FAITH-BASED Christians and faith-based
individuals; interested in human services;
consider giving back an integral value to
their belief system

TIER 2 Male/Female, ages 21-65;
Businesses (sponsorships, speaking,
team-building)

ALTRUISTIC Interested in human services;
consider giving back an integral value to
their belief system

TIER 3 Male/Female, ages 35-65; C-Suite
and HR leaders suited to advisory roles,
and guiding corporate giving and
community involvement

ACTIVE Youth and families who enjoy and
seek out opportunities to improve their skills
and/or general health, and are drawn to
fitness-based group activities
PEOPLE-FOCUSED HR and/or managers
looking to develop, motivate and unify
employees and constituents

Brand Fundamentals

MARKET
SEGMENTATION

Geographic

Target Market

Jacksonville, FL MSA

SUPPORTERS/PARTNERS
Executive Board candidates; sponsorship
potentials; community, municipal,
corporate and industry partner prospects
CLIENTS
At-risk and underserved youth and
families in the Jacksonville MSA; DCPS,
magnet and charter schools

Concepts to overcome, create and reinforce

PERCEPTIONS
NEGATIVE Donovin Darius is just a former NFL player;
“I didn’t know Donovin Darius had a foundation.”
DESIRED Corporate and Organizational Clients, Sponsors and

B r a n d

F u n d a m e n t a l s

Partners: Donovin Darius is a vibrant, compelling speaker and
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workshop facilitator; The Donovin Darius Foundation is an
ideal recipient/partner for community giving endeavors.
General Public: The Donovin Darius Foundation is skilled and
effective at street-level networking——a conduit of resources
and services available to those who need them most.
POSITIVE Donovin Darius is a community leader and powerful
public speaker with a philanthropic heart.

and encourage them to push a little further, to strive for their
personal best. His passion for seeing individuals and groups
maximize their potential—regardless of their age, circumstances
or station in life—makes him a magnetic, approachable and
relatable figure. In turn, every event and program produced by

F u n d a m e n t a l s

Donovin Darius has the ability to meet people where they are

B r a n d

UNIQUE SELLING
PROPOSITION

Donovin Darius Enterprises and the Donovin Darius Foundation
exemplify his energy, strength of character, charisma and
earnest interest in seeing others succeed.
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OUR IMAGE & APPROACH

dynamic, knowledgeable,
pragmatic, committed,

B r a n d

F u n d a m e n t a l s

reliable

OUR STYLE
Evoking the Donovin Darius brand experience

ATTRIBUTES
These adjectives are the characteristics

collaborative, creative,
ﬂexible, positive,
strategic, incisive

of the Donovin Darius brand, capable
of growing and evolving organically
with the organization.

OUR PEOPLE

trustworthy, caring,
driven, passionate,
humble, accountable
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BRAND
ARCHETYPES
First identified by the Swiss psychiatrist
Carl Jung, the term “archetypes,” as it is
used in marketing today, references
recurring societal behavioral patterns.
Jung believed that universal, mythic
characters—or archetypes—reside
within the collective unconscious of
people the world over.

THE INNOCENT

THE REGULAR GUY/GIRL

Utopian, traditionalist, naive,

The everyman, good neighbor,

mystic, saint, romantic, dreamer

realist, worker, solid citizen,
silent majority

THE EXPLORER

THE SAGE

The seeker, iconoclast,

The expert, scholar, advisor,

wanderer, individualist, pilgrim

philosopher, researcher,
planner, professional, mentor

THE HERO

THE OUTLAW

The warrior, crusader, rescuer,

The rebel, revolutionary, wild man,

superhero, soldier, dragon

the misfit, or iconoclast

slayer, winner, team player

THE MAGICIAN

In the Jungian construct, there are 12
archetypes in all, each of which evoke
deep emotions, and symbolize basic
human needs, aspirations or
motivations. Essentially, they are
human types in their purest form
(the classic hero, outlaw, ruler, etc.),
with value sets, perspectives and
characteristics assigned respectively.

The visionary, catalyst, inventor,
charismatic leader, shaman,

THE JESTER
The fool, trickster, joker,
practical joker or comedian

healer, medicine man

THE LOVER

THE RULER

The partner, friend, intimate,

The boss, leader, aristocrat,

enthusiast, sensualist, spouse,

monarch, politician, role model,

team-builder

manager or administrator

THE CREATOR

THE CAREGIVER

The artist, inventor, innovator,

The saint, altruist, parent,

musician, writer or dreamer

helper, supporter

The Hero is good for inventive, innovative brands

The Caregiver is good for brands that give their

that have a signiﬁcant impact, help people be all

customers a competitive advantage through their

they can be, solve a major social problem, and/or

support of families (products from fast-food to

encourage others to do so. Heroes help people do

minivans), are nurturers that serve the public sector

tough jobs exceptionally well, and can be counted

(health care, education, aid programs and other care-

on to follow through and keep their promises.

giving ﬁelds), enable people to stay connected, help

People choosing to participate in or experience Hero

people care for themselves, and/or are a non-proﬁt or

brands see themselves as good, upstanding citizens.

charitable cause.

MOTTO

MOTTO

Where there’s a will, there’s a way.

Love your neighbor as yourself.

CORE DESIRE

CORE DESIRE

To prove one’s worth through courageous acts

To protect and care for others

GOAL

GOAL

Master an undertaking that improves the world

Help others

GREATEST FEAR

GREATEST FEAR

Weakness, vulnerability

Selﬁshness, ingratitude

STRATEGY

STRATEGY

Be as strong and competent as possible.

Actively provide support and advocacy for those in need

WEAKNESS

WEAKNESS

Arrogance, always needing another battle to ﬁght

Martyrdom and being exploited

TALENT

TALENT

Competence, courage

Compassion, generosity

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

Nike, Tag Heur

Volvo, Amnesty International

F u n d a m e n t a l s

THE CAREGIVER

B r a n d

THE HERO
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Your key messaging should be centralized around—
collectively—the lowest common denominators of your brand (its
Features, “what we do”), the essential advantages your brand
provides (its Benefits, “why it matters to you”), and finally the Proof
Points (“how we do what we do”) for those LCDs.

Brand Messaging

KEY
MESSAGING

FEATURES
Collectively, The Donovin Darius Foundation and Donovin
Darius Enterprises form a comprehensive motivational, athletic
training and life-skills development initiative. Established by
former NFL defensive back Donovin Darius, the organization
provides motivational speaking, organizational team-building,
youth and coaching football clinics, family expos, life-skills

Donovin Darius’ ability to effortlessly connect with others in any
setting, coupled with his talent for helping people recognize and
stand in their own power make him a captivating speaker and
natural community leader. His intentions are substantial, yet
genuine and compelling: limitations are vaporware——there is
always a better version within reach.

B r a n d

BENEFITS

M e s s a g i n g

development camps and mentoring.

PROOF POINTS
INSPIRATION: The Donovin Darius Foundation brings families and

communities together to connect, have fun and get more out of life.
ACTIVATION: Donovin Darius Training camps empower players

and coaches not only to apply their skills, but more importantly
to push past limitations.
MOTIVATION: Donovin Darius is an engaging speaker and

facilitator, drawing on both his personal and professional
experiences and knowledge to energize his audience.
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E X P L O R AT I O N

MOTIVATE THY NEIGHBOR
CONNECT WITH THY NEIGHBOR
INSPIRED MINDS
STRONG BODIES
LIFTED SPIRITS

S L O G A N

&

M E S S A G I N G

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR

DISCOVER
YOUR BEST
YOU
EXCEED YOUR OWN
EXPECTATIONS
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FAMILY
FITNESS
FAITH

FROM FIELD
TO VISION

UNLEASH YOUR
INNER BEST
DARING
M e s s a g i n g

DRIVEN

B r a n d

FOCUSED

REALIZE YOUR
FULL POTENTIAL
TRAIN
TO
MOTIVATE
TO

DRIVE

TRAIN

DEDICATION
FAITH
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Brand Standards & Guidelines

LOGO USAGE
GENERAL USE & FOUNDATION LOGOS
Oﬃcial logo ﬁles are available
from the Donovin Darius

DONOVIN DARIUS LOGO CLEAR SPACE
Always use a minimum clear space surrounding the logo equivalent to
the width and height of the largest “D” in the logo.

Foundation. Anyone interested in
using these logos should not
attempt to recreate them, or allow

D

any printer, typesetter or design
professional to do so.

D

D

SECONDARY DONOVIN DARIUS LOGOS
Although the primary logos are

D

generally preferred, the following
versions may be used as
substitutes, particularly when the
subject matter is speciﬁc to a
speaking engagement, life camp
or training camp. The black logo
should not be used on a dark
background, and the white logo
should not be used on a light
background.

LOGO ALTERATIONS

REPRODUCTION

Under no circumstances should

Original artwork and/or design

Donovin Darius logos be altered in

ﬁles should always be used to

any way, including, but not limited

reproduce any brand or

to, scaling out of proportion,

organizational identiﬁer.

altering colors, screening, lowering
opacity, or changing orientation.

VERSIONS
Only the logo versions shown in
this guide are approved for display
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LOGO USAGE

in any communication. No other

No additional typography, images

versions of Donovin Darius logos

or colors outside of those identiﬁed

should be used without written

in this manual should be added to

permission from the Donovin

the Donovin Darius logos.

Darius organization.

Brand Standards & Guidelines

BRAND COLORS

COLOR MODE CONVERSIONS

DD Black

COLOR APPLICATIONS
Proper application of brand-approved colors in the color
palette shown here is integral to the look and feel of each

Pantone Black 6 C

CMYK 0/0/0/100

RGB 35/31/32

HEX 231F20

Pantone 447 C

CMYK 68/60/58/44

RGB 66/67/68

HEX 424344

Pantone 3155 C

CMYK 85/35/31/3

RGB 1/131/156

HEX 01839C

Pantone 375 C

CMYK 47/0/100/0

RGB 149/201/61

HEX 95C93D

Pantone 7555 C

CMYK 619/37/100/1

RGB 209/159/42

HEX D19F2A

CMYK 17/1/91/0

RGB 221/223/59

HEX FF4D00

CMYK 0/84/100/0

RGB 255/77/0

HEX FF4D00

DD Charcoal

brand piece. Colors may be added or subtracted by
organization-approved, professional designers as the brand
evolves.
The primary brand colors should be used for focal points
including headlines and primary graphics. The secondary color

DD Teal

palette should be used for support graphics and additional
elements.

DD Lime
COLOR HIERARCHY

Primary Colors

DD Gold

Secondary Colors

DD Yellow

DD Orange
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Brand Standards & Guidelines

TYPOGRAPHY & COPY
PRIMARY FONTS

ITC LUBALIN GRAPH DEMI
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
OpenSans Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
OpenSans Semibold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
OpenSans Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

As an overall set of guidelines to maintain
consistency in layouts:
ITC Lubalin Graph Demi should be used for headers.
OpenSans Bold, Semibold and Italic should be
used for subheads and callouts.
OpenSans Regular should be used for body copy.
For web headers, substitute Sanchez for
ITC Lubalin Graph Demi. The OpenSans font family
is web-friendly, so all font application guidelines
noted here apply to web subheads, callouts and
body copy as well.
Additional typefaces within each font family

OpenSans Italic
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
WEB FONTS

Sanchez
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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may be used.
All copy, layouts and creative must be
submitted to an approved by an executive
member of the Donovin Darius organization.

